
What is a post-publication critique?
In accordance with COPE Core practices,  

https://cope.onl/core-5, journals must allow for  

post-publication discussion on their site, through letters to 

the editor or on an external moderated site. Post-publication 

discussion typically starts with a reader’s critique of an  

article that a journal has previously published. When formally 

submitted for journal publication, such critiques are  

commonly  known as ‘letters to the editor’, ‘commentaries’, 

‘comments’ or other types of ‘correspondence’. This  

document offers guidance on handling post-publication 

critiques submitted for publication; online forums or other 

methods of commenting on published content are not 

considered. Unlike informal or online post-publication 

discussions, after a formal  critique is received, journals  

often invite the original authors of the critiqued article to  

write a ‘response’ or ‘reply’. Furthermore, both critique  

and response may be peer reviewed and revised, and,  

if accepted and published, are indexed by bibliographic 

databases. How to handle responses to post-publication 

critiques is also considered in this guidance document.

Submitted critiques can often be challenging to handle 

and may be time consuming and complex. 

Questions journals face include:

•  Does the critique add value?

• Should it be peer reviewed? 

•  Do the original authors and handling editor(s)/peer 

reviewers have any potential conflicts of interest?

•  Should the original authors be contacted?  

If so, at what point in the process?

• What happens if the original authors do not respond?

•  Should the critique be published, or is another 

route, after due consideration or investigation, more 

appropriate, such as an amendment to the original 

article (eg, a correction, expression of concern,  

or retraction)?

•  If an amendment to the original article is appropriate, 

how does a journal recognise the contribution of the 

researcher who raised the issue? 

What is the purpose of a  
post-publication critique? 
Post-publication critiques provide a mechanism for  

readers to raise concerns or seek clarification about 

published content. Critiques may provide an alternative 

interpretation of the original content and they allow  

journals to engage in issues relevant to their research 

community. They also represent an opportunity for journals 

to present a scholarly and constructive exchange about 

issues important to their readership. During the editorial 

handling process of critiques, the original authors of the 

work are given the opportunity to reply to help facilitate 

discourse. Through publication of such commentary and 

exchanges, readers can also be made aware of further 

developments and arguments that advance a field of 

research. Therefore, a default position for a journal  

should be to consider critiques for publication if they are  

found to be constructive and useful to the community.

There may be other considerations too; for example,

•  How many critiques can be published on the same article? 

•  Should a time limit be imposed, and what interval 

is reasonable between article publication and  

allowing post-publication discussions?

•  Should there be limits on article length and number  

of references allowed?

•  Should open access journals charge an  

article publication/processing charge (APC) for  

post-publication discussions?

•  Consider if new data are allowed and if so, the number  

of tables/figures allowed, consistent with journal policy  

on data availability, ethical approval and consent, etc.  

•  Consider if authors are allowed to publish anonymous 

letters or letters under a pseudonym eg, see COPE  

Case 12-17, ‘Anonymity versus author transparency’, 

https://cope.onl/case-anonymity

Following discussion among Wiley colleagues  
and COPE, and based on additional feedback  
from external editors and COPE Council Members, 
here we propose potential considerations and 
steps for handling a post-publication critique.  
We hope editors will find this guidance helpful  
in transparently determining their own policies  
and processes for handling critiques.

What should be considered when handling post-publication critiques?
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Notes
Depending on the particular 
situation, it may be  
appropriate for an editor 
to facilitate a conversation 
between both parties (eg,  
if in regard to an issue which 
needs more clarification).  
If so, the editor should 
be copied in on the 
conversations. Editorial  
teams may wish to provide  
an anticipated timeline for  
this process from the outset  
to avoid prolonged  
discussions without  
resolution. Both parties  
(the critique authors and  
the authors of the critiqued  
article) should be informed  
of this timeline and  
encouraged to adhere to it. 
If delays are encountered/
expected, all parties should  
be kept informed.
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See COPE Core practice,  
‘Post-publication  
discussions and corrections’, 
https://cope.onl/corrections-2

Does the journal have 
a clearly defined and 
transparent policy for 
considering critiques  
(ie, available in their  
author guidelines)?

A jOurNAl rECEIVES A CrItIquE  
tO AN ArtIClE PrEVIOuSlY  
PuBlISHED IN tHE jOurNAl.

NoYes

Proceed with further consideration  
in line with journal policy

No Yes

Develop a  
policy or  

peer review 
guidelines

Does the journal wish to  
consider the critique?

Discuss with journal  
team and publisher

rEjECt CrItIquE

Seek advice from 
your publishing team, 
who may consult their 
legal department for 

advice, and/or give the 
authors of the critique 

the opportunity to 
revise and remove the 
potentially libellous/

defamatory content to 
ensure that the content 

focuses only on the 
substance of the article

Is the content of the 
critique potentially 

libellous/defamatory?

Case closed

Critique contains 
potentially libellous/
defamatory content

Critique contains  
reasonable content

Does the content focus on the 
substance of the article rather 

than comments directed towards 
the authors, institution, or funding 
agencies which may be deemed 

defamatory or libellous?

If the content of the 
critique is confirmed to 
be libellous/defamatory 
and sufficient changes 
are not made to correct

rEjECt CrItIquE

Case closed

CONTINUES ON PAGE 3
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Query the author of the critique and ask what 
support/evidence they have for the claims made

Make next steps and timeline clear to the authors  
of the critique and published article being critiqued 

(eg, how will the journal consider the critique/
response, and whether this will involve further review). 

Authors should be informed that only one article  
each will be considered for publication  

(to avoid ongoing dialogue; see COPE Case 17-03, 
‘When to conclude correspondence from reader  

about errors in a published article’,  
https://cope.onl/case-error )

NB. If authors have been added 
to or removed from the critique 
or response, the reasons for a 
change in authorship should 
be explained to the editor and 
to readers within the articles’ 
author contribution section.

Issue raised is trivial, 
inaccurate, incorrect, 

or invalid

Consider if it is appropriate for the critique 
to be handled by a senior editor, or previous 
editor and/or peer reviewers of the published 

article, or if this is inappropriate because  
of potential conflicts of interest.  

If there appears to be a publishing  
ethics concern, consult the relevant  

COPE flowchart and handle accordingly  
because further investigation is needed

Outcome  
unfavourable

Outcome  
favourable

Share the critique with the 
original authors and invite them 

to provide a response within  
a deadline. Inform the authors 
that if they do not provide a 
response by the deadline or 
decide not to respond, the 
critique will be published 
regardless. In such cases,  

a note can be published with  
the critique explaining the 

absence of a response.

CONSIDEr IF It IS 
APPrOPrIAtE tO AlSO 

PEEr rEVIEW tHE 
rESPONSE Or SEEk  

ADVICE FrOM tHE WIDEr 
EDItOrIAl tEAM/EDItOrIAl 

BOArD. IDEAllY, BOtH 
CrItIquE AND rESPONSE 
SHOulD BE PuBlISHED 

SIMultANEOuSlY.

rEjECt CrItIquE

Case closed

CrItIquE 
AutHOrS 

MAY SEEk tO 
COllABOrAtE 
WItH ArtIClE 

AutHOrS  
(Eg, ON A jOINt 

FOllOW-uP 
ArtIClE)  

AMENDMENt  
OF PuBlISHED 
ArtIClE MAY 

BE NEEDED (Eg, 
COrrECtION/
rEtrACtION)

Does the critique have evidence or  
data to support the claims made?

No

Yes

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Issue addressed 
through other means

Issue raised  
is valid

Is the claim supported?No

For cases other than retraction:  
if there are any remaining issues 

that are not ethics concerns, 
consider if it might be appropriate 

to publish the original critique, 
noting that changes had been 
made to the published article 

rEjECt CrItIquE

Case closed
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